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AN OUTLIBE OF EVOLUTION
1, Before evolution : Spirit to

ratter;.

Science has well established the

theory of evolution, but to many

the definition is distorted or in-

complete, rendering the idea repulsive .

Bvoltitlon is development, or growth,

S an unfolding or unrolling, whether

applying to the human race or some-

thing of a different nature .: A full-

blown rose. has evolved from the bud.,

the'tree from the seed ., the mature

man from the. tiny babe ; the plot of

a story evolves,. or unfolds,, as does

an architect's plan of a building,

• Four simple tones of music grew in-

to a great syphon (Beethoven's

,celebrated Fifth Symphony)*,



We see grovnb s or oxpansion y iDnn1 all,

sides of us , not only in individuals •;

but races as well,: with-civilizations :

welling up to great peaks , declining

and rising again to greater -and great-

er heights. The, universe it. e .f is

expanding.,. we are bold . .

Evolution applies not only- to

physical realms,, but mental and spir-

itual too . Consciousness,, or awareness

evolves as. does m :, from primitive
` . 1)" 1' :Y 1 ;• r.t +,7 T 1'{' T,

is ces. to high civilizations, and from

the small child who _ n only.. express

Xv his needs by crying,, to the

evolved or completely mature being

who has mastered the great problems

of life that are e. nett before bii6. .

But a thing cannot evolve from some-

thing it is not already involved in .



Consequently before evolution could

begin there must,have .been a process ~`

of involution ;. Old as . the universe

`is its solid state, was. not the be-

g nning

Tune wa"s when all mai tte'r and-

' energy were in-pQrfect balah e,, or ,

rath~e ' When they were- one** (A dc -

ta'il~d ac 6ount of' this state. may ..

be =fo Ir d'' in }i P -Blavatskyflq "The

Secret' Doctrines", . volume Ion : Cosmo-

genesis~ There was no-motion ; Time

stood still . ~ There" were no heavenly-

bodies and no beings to V tnsss :tha.t

there were. not-) .yet consciousness

existed everywhere ,. even fi f not : :

• consciousness as we - recogpize7it'_'

• Then there was an-initial vibratory:,

`motion, upsetting the `equilibrium :

of the-- Cosmos and. sett1ng__ up a cbainn



reaction, , , resulting , ultimately in the

. . : ma.nifested .-:unt-Vprj,,se.- as we 'know -it,
Or

tdday4 , .

It seemr ;natural, for, the , 9cient-

-i~st . to . begin Iii s research at the :

o~nt- of matter ; and _pro.clain~energy'-,

. or' tspi-rit : . a product of y this -matter . `
-out to shift--;.the bash ;of reference .
Nay

to e - tier ~ror nearly as .tman -

fiesta ion ofF iergy nay be :. to throw

new light onr aca en.ce -generally R -•

S,oc~~a . say- _t t pi~~it became

r vo7 ved-~ in : mattethe .vita al

'orations groom ng gradua lly lar~ge~r, :

o through . iritel_13gen Q , m gnl Al-t"ele

.ctrz`c ty j light , • heat; Y sound and: {

fang lly~ prod zc~ g grosser d grasser ;

r. substance ' until , to: our senses ~;

,r..,o z ~te_r ;does' note:appear , too, have

an, _d.egree ' of., v .brat on - lotion .



appears to .have stopped,, likea a thing,

4~dead . (4-e® "Pathways Through to

Space', by F .' . ierrel3-Wo1fF chapter

61",. n The .:Nature of , Fonderable . MMatt,er" : .)

Theories `. have been ac vai ced`~,to the.

effect that there; is but One-,-'Substance,,,.

of which every differenceyof manifest-

ati, 6 n =isti simply adifference rat °

of rvit ration, ..whether `matte=r or`_denergy

Neither scan eve ,generally conceit e,

o£ minerals as hav g any Couscous-' ;

ness * (see "ban Visible ;,and Tnn•isi-

'ble" -F C W. Leadbeate 53. ) ,

' ' . yet-that' consciousness which existed

f z everywhere in =the . Time ess :Age, persists

n t euery, atom one atom rmay;-ha re a strong

:affinity :for, ,another;, which affinity•

ti -we .term attracbaon ,yet isyit ere .basi--
A .s t

•callyX any' difference : between attraction

and love? To quote, Leadbeater :,-"One
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element has-so strong a desire for

. the-company'of another .that it .will

instantly forsake:, in order to, join

it any other substance with which,

it -may "happen "• to be in-association...

.,,For ~eXample. ;=, oxygen and hydrogen

'are combi=ned in vaterj: but if we throw

sodium into the water we shall . find.

that oxygen lakes-sodium better .than

hydrogen .-and promptly deserts- the

latter to combine -rth• tYe former ;,

so we- have= a• compound called sodium

hydroxide instrad•-of water :; and the

released- hydrogen escapes::"

` There'is abundant literatureeon, the

formation of the . earth *.,the . nebulous

substance in the-heavens-that grade-

ally cooled until. it was a- misty,

hardly tangible globe : .'In Lecomte

du Nuoy's '"Human Destiny",, hhe author
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gives;,- Evolution

of .15a;" a vivid description of the

early., .life . :of`; th,e,,,planeAg,t her :stifling

atmosphere ,,the,-clouds,anRd. . .fog and

rain:,which blotted out the sun .,almost

entirely ., This, cooling period, -only

about .25 • to, 85 :million, years ago, is

comparatively recent, ; . but g ves :one

an .idea .of how.. the i nvc lute onary per-

iod of, .thei,earthmust, have been, r N

• scarcely,' mire than-;vapour;.: Who is: ,to

early age .l fesay:' that, d1 r ng that

d'id'. not, exist; .6n;, tth.e .planet?- As!, vqe

takes our' .:bodies: ;today from the ~ grass -

substan;c.e that," s. the : ;arth,so. . when

it- '-was":of , a,•,eloudrl ke -substance •

.life: may have; been,,clothed in . the_ .

available vestments., - .
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a .' Beginning of Evolution; Matter,. . .Gross and Subtle

-1f man evolved from animal, .is .,it

not possible that and ,l avolved .~ : .

from a_-still lower- formm of life,

progres$ing from, the plant world :.,. .

1 There are substances which are some-
.,thin of a link-also botwe6zn plants

"and mi.nerale, as rust,-lot, bast,r. a ;., ..
leading us- t o - belisve that . we may
even have been -ilowly mineral . .; But

'even In the" mineral, as, ire- have noted ., .

there ?s `co 'sciousmess, : perhaps a

striving for something, , an instinct,,

and So - through the i .liions or bid.-

1 :ons -of pears,. that: whieb, . becam-

s' vo3vedn: tr es to: < ree .tse1f.

ale are not- 66. xhuch- concerned :

here with the details -of, these be-

ginnings except as are said to under-

- standing modern man and where he
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stands in comparison: with his past,

and future, his relationship to .*h e

restf. i S3 i:11d aMd the, universe an

how he can benefit from this knowledge, :

Let us ' Imgine a- c$ role ) . placing .at

--.the top , that early state Qf Squi briuin

`ice ` C 4s,_ - That Essence wQ tld be
subtilty

of -such that we may ,.tern it

p& a Spirit.. And., as motion set in and

'separation= A ie nj * ;radually _.t zere ap-.

a~eared , matter more g oss _ until the

density as. su : t bat reaction began

Ytc~ ;get, in' and the trend was -back_

up! the other side. -of the . circle to.. :

ward Spirit., - the ,:&bsolut'e ' all nature

eeeIia g . .eq librium qncem gore,. The

descending arc, we z I . term- ' nuoiut on"'-

0 and the . ascending arc . Y!8walut.ion" .

According-to reliably: s+ urcea F .**

("The •" a eret• D , trl .. -H.: P..., 'Blavatskp )



the length of time of this complete

cycle' is -about 4,320-,000,000 years .

:fit. the, end of that-time, the Diverse

rests ., :d .ss(,lved in-the Absolute -. .

and then in.,-another-Day of Time -the

.aeyc1e .,begi ss again .

To evolve. from-the mineral state- .

through ,plant and, aTi1 3. to man may

appe .r to be tremendous progress,,

yet oui- bodies are still very gross,

we are primitive zany ways,: we

have not. yet found our way out of

ignorance and suffering,, and our

apparent nearness to gross matter

and itortia rather than a close con-

nection with . nd unders nding of

etherial subetaiices,and subtle forces,

suggests that we are actually only

beginning our t1imb up the circle .

There , may be. millions. or billions

of.wgears-ahead



cf..years ahead before ire again

• reach the top .. The,, belief that' man

has progressed a~a far as he can .

. .,_go i vv'ery erratic.; There are . fore-- '

unners of a new; race who indicates-' 1

`that .ever 'the, physical body will

undergo vat changes,- (More of

thes ° entities w .l ' be explained-,,farther on

.)

1



MAN TODAY
1 .. Indicators of level

Looking back over , past civvil1zattions

we sometimes wonder if man has actu-

ally evolved at all . Modern savage

warfare with man's inhumanity to man,

petty strife , lust, selfishness and

ignorance cast a shadow on all evo-

lution..Looking back , ancient Greece

produced men seemingly comparable, ,

to most ,great men today ; China used'-

electricity two or three thousand

years ago:; the. Great Pyramid of .

Gizeh,, .built possibly 25,000 or

even 75,000 years ago , could not be

duplicated today , so-great were the

knowledge- and techniques `, that went.

into it.* (Seee "Great Pyramid .

Passages" - Edgar , "Great Pyramid

Proof of God" - and numerous



.
other writings on this great wonder.)

But progress is not in a straighto line with never a slip back '@ . wren a

child, after he has learned a new thing,

may slip back into " h2.s old way for a

little while longer,.'Evolution pro-

gresses-incycles,° ("Theosophy"-.,_

. Alvin Kuhn, p . 23: . spiraling, •everr up-

wards'. often-falling back but not so

far as before,e and rising each time
r

just' a little `} gher , A .d -,as evolution

goes , a. few thousand years , are as a

few-minutes in eternity,,n arnd in that

span progress may appear to be imper-

ceptibly slow.- But progress there is .

There has been some refinement of the

physical man•and .some changes have

• taken place which, are not visible to

mass .span, but he is still very gross

in comparison to what he .l eventually
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be. His emotional evolution: seems to
..~ F , .•,.1 q ,~,, r .

be similarly slow. Unevolved man acts

instinctively rather thanfi through

reason, and his emotions may be gen-

erallyrof a violent nature, giving
T r, r n. r,

way readily to any and all feelings .

Man today has added reason to his

emotions but is still largely domi~

nated by feeling. Of course there

has been some ; refincmant throughout,

but usually he sees no harm in giving

vent to. any feelings, whether of

hate, lust of anger,. for example .: He

has not yet seen the need for trans- .ZIP
I.IJ(, F! t t y,

muting these emotionso into their

polar opposites or tempering them

with understanding, kindness or per-

haps humor, because t a principal

reasons for the need are of a subtler

order, the dangers not. readily

recognizable .
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Witness, for instance, the

psycho- logical development of hatreds., how
r

hate breads: hate .and . can cause some

triviality to grow into ~'a - fier co..

was . and -Wit, nness that lust is never

zatsf3d:`b * --indulgence but - only-s grows stronger

. The more thought .,

one. gives to it the,more one feels

• the "need of it. and consequently the:

nobler act .vit3.es °sutfer ,„

More -obvious U tan *a development

of 'the- niind* lie has learned .; to ad-

just hiniseif soomewhat ` to his : eaiviron-

nent, to,develop, his culture-.- afd .his

arts', ° and here-anal. `here a,',mental

giant' has, agpee € dd `, : an .-. inventor,", a .

great artist, a• philosopher a= state s-

man

Art reflects' ran's place in evolution
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-quite. well, A groping for 4ubtlity .

a . seeklrig far freedom from ,gross _

matter-may now, be. seen in modern

trends of architecture . M=assive

stone structures are fast giving

u nay to airy, sky reaching btildings

of such,light materials. as aluminum

,-and glass.,. giving one a feeling of,

lightness:, almrnost fluffiness ..

-.y In the f :.eld Of usio the : loss

evolved prefs the, :obvious,: stro

simple rhythms,, short uncomplicatedd

phrases, single . melodic lines . (This

does not mean that great music

cannot be simple., for much of it

First he develops an ear for

rhythm, later for melody-$, and later

still he .1, earns to discriminate bar.

Conies and tone quality and the

finer points of . mush cA. . Almost any-

one can discern a mistake in rhythm .,
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i dst scan .tell-, when I the melody is

wrong ,or :out of - tune, many can discern

had harmony, b-ut;'°few can say ` whether

or f not a 'tone is harsh` or . .resonant,

angry :or- kindly,,, or in keeping, with

the mood:° of =the' composition :. s

Art is evoolving throughout our

c i ation with drabness. -and % dark.

-'color giving way to`brighter, lighter

: col:ors .,r ;colz r 8`com -Aumi" scent

rather than the dead - tolors`~ of the

a! earth ;. with' such aids, as'• neon

alighting .. There is a -,growing love of

beauty'-°-: or' truthfulness -.- with 'a:

developing sense-;o-f- proportion ;-.: blend, .

contrast, baancw,=_g -acefulness of

1• e, eta; At' the same time 'tt ere: are

fade 4*hich aapel£' ndicative, Pf lesser

cycles- which at'intervals .reach an

undisputed low` ebb
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In the field of recreation the invention

of -firearms. and clever traps-has, .;not '

made-the sport of .huntipg.,any-~ le*ss

primitive,.,. but, th.oee who refuse , to

kill., whether man or. animal, are evolv-

inl. The show of . br.--ute, physical

strengths., as . in ;the,: prize fight ;, is

close . to the bottom pf the, evolution-

ary ladder. Phy . cal games; of .skill

rise above those ef, Phys tcaiw strength
q 0

and: may .require,a, good deal o.t,brain

work and- sorne_.subtlity, .~ Recreation is

beginning to have;w a ear look .,, .to re-71
examine its name ;and, purpose -. to re-

create,-and has begun to put -construct-

ive -xente'pri$e before . ;the .people,

Whether . the "do-it=-yourself . cz°aze is

just a fad or the, beginning of a

greater climb, time_wIZl tell*;, .
S

1
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There is an unevenness° ift' th .develop

• ment withh some -people' imaniteiti n ,,:
certain- t ait •4 r Qn id ""°

. . oti traits not "` at. alb.`, a some
- .. develops into well rounded' per-

. .

sonallities ., some undeveloped ge fier=

al , -or -some ho seem to haw'

maste ed' ever department -of-.life.,

But to say any 'sore person is any

better than another is a r a emus

and. dubious. statement open to so e

very critical analys&s . Qns .may., for

instance ; . be a better cask than an=

other,' but 'the 'other- y- be `a . better

mother ;, or,' bn4 phystci ' array:- be:

an,expert diagriosttnian and . incapable
of performin'g' ax q pea cii ; while`

• another may be quite' the reverse. . ;

One • is def itel better than the

other - but .in just one field-,_ and it
3



does not follow that one is complete-

ly better or worse than another. To

evaluate, the complet individual one

oUl& ve to figure -each detail .d

eva .state, it according to standards

that are not arbitrary ;, and -integrate

them.

The :unevenness of-the individual

is - ikewisee reflected in races and

c Vilisations .., some being .philosophic)

like the Orient, some-,being , material-

istic like the {Occident ; or undevelopedd

as the African Bushmen, : or very, learn-

ed as. a body of university professors

.or scientists, or-peaceful as the

South Sea Islanders,, or warlike as

the armies of Ghengis Kahn, Each group

is a distinctive personality., Some

of these traits we recognize as, being
r

desirable,' or nature, others as un-

desirable or immature ; some are on an



I. equal : basis with 'others and neither

better -•hor ,worse.,. just d ferer t .

The well i tegrated, personal' ty, will44 .

have developed all of h3 s, parts equally

b© g: _emo ns, mind,: `s nit, his

. .relations with all outside himself.

To take the long pe °speetiveof evo-

lutio , from matt r back- to pure .

Spirit,t we . may gain sots Idea of

where one, stands . the various de-

partments of l fe,. : As. we have seen

Art -the_ -process ~of Anvolution there

became greater, and: greater,. separation

of. matter and energy, ., :with.. consei©us-

xiess becoming more .and. more embalmed

,in dross matte r4 In . eva2 t n there

is` . :complete 'reversal. Yen gradually

• grow in awareness ,. ~or consciousness,

acting -first from inst cb,. developing



reason later,-and finally, intuition,

that instant 'knowledge . which 't ns-

cends reason and ~.p dependent on `a

sixth sense-not yet developed in .the

-- race -generally:.°°t''~ . (Dr9: :.• R . N... Bucks,

%la•-fl Cosmic- Cons cibusr.esst,,C credits

this phenomenon to one-in many mill-

ions,, sets the average age forOthe

acquisition of it. at around . 35-,. de-

scribes it rather- as a sudden a waken-•

,ing with.- more ox • ess .violent impact,

and cites some historic examples ; of

some who have attained ..) Besides the

gross physical x ian develops an emot-

ional and then a mental body.,, ands

later still more' subtle bodies '_ %

which. permeate the gross physical.'*'*

(See I Man, Visible and -Invisible","

by 0.: ff. Lsadbeat rr -- Also : .a rid _
._,..
. •

.

His Bod . s" = Annie .Besaht ..) s these



higher.i= or subtler .,-- 'bod3-es develop

the grosser -ones decline until there

may be a time when the entity will

cease to exist as physical man and

will dwell on an invisible, . enez'gy
plane,.

.an''s habits,, interests and attitudes

indicate. how far be has progr. essed

1u any given direction . His selfish-

ness car unselfishness his hates or

loves, . correlate withh the trend

from separateness to final complete

unity .: His art mirrors his growth in

sensitivity and . dis crimins Lion, or

the trend from the. ,finite to the-in-

finite. . His, ability nor inability to

detach; himself ,frog . materiality and

worldliness which keep hi in peer-
13

petual, bondage measure hi--I growth from

matter to Spirit .-
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2 .=e DA-lemmas. of.-Yan Today,:- .

This unevenness in our culture stems

from 'the fact that no two people have

had exactly the same experiences and

the result is misunderstanding and

suffering. Att the same time this un-

evenness provides a stimulus to greate

growth and gives life greater. interest.

Uniformity in any community is good

to an extent as long as it serves the

greatest good and does not stifle"

initiative and growth . But always

there are some who seem to be entirely

out of line to the extent of being

problems `to their fellow men.. 'We are

only beginning to recognize the fact

that many are immature,,- that is, they

lack the virtues common to -the ma-

jority .The thief is an example of one

R' 1
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who hase:.%not fret ,awakened :to the more

` ` atura= -a ea '. of I or esty. ' t the same

time the public is `aft nc .to ;recogn . ,
h ^I

those whose . -experiences have, been; so

vast as to permit them to :outstrip

their race, generally.. . 'heir actions

are foreign to the masses who, not under-

stand ng ., . disapprove and on occasion

can be extremely cruel to these indi-

viduals .-One-need only turn back, tom:

pak e$ of history for ;such lexamples as
people

the Crucifixion ; : Or 1 persecution off'- m t=

like -Roger Bacon , - Gali .e.o, yor Matte .

Blarva-sky : - . This", is :especially - true - if

the Indiv dual has evolved far in one

direction and; neglected. another--cate-

gory of learning and -so - is * maladjusted

3 . a society . of -''nor. al" - people. - .

• imbalance of experience may lead-to

what-is : .commonly regarded-4s neurosis



or even insanity,, and It appears that

. . __thosf, . r. caogni ed, ~ as- genius-are often .

the ones aho :'mas :~ aally lose . the1ry

sanity .. It is possible that here ., h6ir
experiences have-, been almost, entirely

along one line , a• spe cialization in,

one. field . to the .negle'cat of-other:

phases of learning.

1.%n today stands _ confused,, struggling

with his desires and burdened-with

suffering, not. yet w

understB.nd what, life, is about but . in-

telligent, enough to.: know that . things

are sorely amiss . . Ho',--has been, . taught

that suffer' ing ,.s inevitable,,fandj that

mans does,.things a certain Fray because

it has always been. that way land is

;right if- the majority does o ° . thinks ~•

so, wrong pf th6 majority dogs not do so,
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He is torn between what he wants and

what, be needs, believing these to .,be

the .. same ., and:, bel .eves. that if hee

grants ,a thing, then it is right that

he should have it .,. He is told that

here .is nothing new sander, the s

and therefore cannot conceive of any

different kind of life . . from. any that

.has ever gone before . .

_ These confusions ; often end. in a

• pilgrimage to the psychiatrist whose

otni . perspective may or way. . not be a
S M'

longer one, . although:. a . long, perspective

would ,be lost on many a ; xY ,pat .ent

and working put the: smaller detail'

may prove to be more successful for

the time being . F4an probes, but not .

. .too deeply. usually f into the future,

~' and seeing nothing, beyond, his present

physical life. feels. a futility, that,

soon dictates all his actions . He
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sees no purpose or plan other than

seeking happiness - and • comfort, : and

he may use -for his' mottC : '"Live to-

day for .tomorrow we diet' -So--he,

struggles to * make' nor~6g forL.t he ma-

ter .al things of .life and,the cost Rh ,~
of the time -seeks ,u' entertain hinisel `

and be comfortable .' He --concludes' that

happiness is the ultimate aim of life

and if one is considerate. 'of~- others

it is simply because it is good busi.-

ness .,. nothing 'more . He' sees death as

the only release from suffering ., yet

he clings tenaciously to life through

an innate will ~ to live.

• w . . .f

4

et



'day 114.,

.,his . b og ` s azlqs~ s ag :ah

his €i 6 e for mity.;~ His sense vg'

gaspatones s bas 4 to individuality

but alt 16 S*M, 4Mo s ;;. auu ca grog

-to. it has retarded t s io rz prAD $S u

z aid a ~ ' all rank d* the result has

ie r a at san, a Lion A Ux-at

nation "aad. , race aga a '

th cQndit as will disapPeal1 and

the next two thousand yeas 3k ould see

a hi k(d ck4nae tis dir'ctio -

jprov : a' xl is not 3a successes with

h%ie newly found atomic cower' 's to blot

us px*W& Ure y i t i tn'ity.. 9-

f e sr l..Mtg ror Unity is "mate in.

- man * growing : u-, undartand g and .

f sympatk for o h TAI lose

oral has aa attx a.c ti M far other minerals,



so beings are attracted. to each other.,

most especially their polar opposites,

thus fulfilling a - uni versal law that

all nature seeks a balance : As the

-opposite poless .of a rad are attracted to

each other they tend-to neutralize, or

balance each other .. Physical , or seal

love, is one . of the earliest manifesta-

tions of an instinct For unity, a feel-

irig of at-oneness- witil the universe .
of,i 0

Gradually the love • .Qne being for

another is extended as man evolves,

and changes from physical to more

subtle types, a meeting of the minds
i

or spirits. Physical. love is . actually

a mixture of selfishness and lust,

possibly including adiiration, under-

standing or sympathy, ,or compassion -

a "suffering-.together , ~ devo j ion . The

higher . elements of .Zone,,,ar°e. usually

- extended first to members of the
i
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Experience: the Vehicle of
E ol{ tioii`

. .S

Learning comes through experience .

With the exception of that knowledge .

we may best here desc:Fibe as intuition .

and :t :. which we will deal in further

detail-.}later on, all of modern mute

accumulated knowledge, his way of

life and every action .3s the result

of experience (or inexperience) ..

Primitive ma had no handy reference

books or radios or organized.. schools

to teach him, and for him ;it -was

necessary to learn everything by trial

and error - a slow process .. It was

also necessary to learn directly from

nature, man's greatest teacher . I

our o time there has been a tre-

mendous acceleration of learning

mainly because of our easy access to

thee recorded accumulat Qn of expert--
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:Lenees d tough the ages,, not,

i t books alone., The automobile is . . ;

the recap of the is ventiau of the .

s ee , the moulding P theta , . .the

harnessing of electireitP e. the . util-

ization of oil as fuel ,E ulcanizing,

a. partial conquest 'of time and space,

nddevelopn ert of materials,, etc .., ad

without cost of these previous experken$

iences the modern auto could never

have core intr. e n ,

e :light Consider theoretical

training to be learning through th®

experiences of others-., and without

its help'_ learning would pr6gresa,so

slowly that we :would 'S be back in

the stone age., But personal experience

is just as necessary, for without some

back cux!d of it pine would not be able

to assimilate much of the theoretical .



There- ean,,however be a , ne ' ex-

periene"e# The aat of absorbing learning

from ot1terb? "-perieu,694-and making

thatt knowledgo part- of one, ',a . own con-
sclousnees

a would ± itself be an inner

experience. it, does not rteeessar *ly

a 1iesson,. yet,. say the Gre .t fi esy, 'no-

thing, is ever lost ..

ks for the unba aced entity ' . it is . . .

obvious ; that he eed6' -e cpe Aen r of

'erent order,, .. & foran entirely. di

him aa: be throw .Int entirely. now .

situations iig it ; art P.xtreLely, bitter

experience,, taut In `the end he emergesr
the `bxxterfly



.; The End of Evolution,.

*'That state of being into which an
r

men and all things are ultimately

drawn would be, complete harmony ,,, f : ~_

complete balance, unity., perfection . ..

As'man becomes more evolved perfection

takes . on `deeper significance.e and

becomes a goal, a thing akin to Gcd,

or the Absolute. As one approaches

perfection he approaches infinity ..

His o , seeds' or desires'°may .dictate

the necessity for striving for per-

fect on, ' or his 'very 'exi8tRance may-

depend on it, especially in a highly

competitive society,,'2is aMbition

may lead . him in that direction, or

the desire to be loved neither by

:individual:' or the multitudes, or he

may, desire perfection for the Sheer

joy which he derives from the effort,
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and from the groomh he a kes.w bsoliZe

perfection does not exist An this

earth plane:. One -tan O .Y `approach it

as oie approaches infinity Yet t is

fide end of evolution., perfection in

every phase -of existancix " ph iz .

or absolute balance o ' matter d, er

-emotional., recognizing ewotons

for what -they- at e• ma to ; ing emotional

• balance . aid attaining to a pr'ofOiiid .,

absolute P Lace . en the- Hand. 1.4 itad

with 'elf: minds., has trams eended all

ignorance and is all knowledge: then

will it be perfect*, There will, be aru-

piet harmo ny:, not just vitro the

body but with an .peoples and al

things,, All sill be united into the One .:

• Perfection is not merely desirable .,

it is inescapable,,, inevitable,.; It is

Possible to postpone t t if o e is d
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'determined to fight it, but the faster

one climbs toward it the sooner he

taristiackles himself -from ignorance .and

suffering, and . the higher he climbs

the greater,will : be - his happiness:

Such, perfection, peace ; unity, etc .,

may sound very unattractive to aver-

age-ma n who is : attar.hed,. to the life

.4e knows '. to the ' extent that deathY

a pears •to be' the' ksupreme tragedy..

'this .apparent ; caiicellation .'of. every:-'

only. drearything -he ., knows ;may. 'sound'

and hopeless, yet' meal who have . reached'

that stage: of. ¶;osraic Consciousness

(and- there are a. few-F) -Ansist . it is ."."

absolutely worth any-- sacrifice any-'
y i A

one can-ever` ;ak ' (fee "Pathways

'`t'hrough to .Space . Dr : ' ? . MerreU- -~ .

Wolff, ch . 53, ,,"'s'he ' F*idonce forT the +

Higher Conseiousness1' .) If these men
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are unable to ggive 'adegscate des•cription

• of this state of . .consciotrsness 3t is
. . . L

because it, is of, such quality . .as trans-

tends the ;five,•phy idal . E.enees and : .

consequently would . be ubintelligible .

at the level . of ordinary mind . .The

great religions of . the world have been'

built on this "Other-

Worldlineas"j . or -'omit • t.anscipusness,

aithaugh . in•,•attenpt ing ; to translatie ' .

• it into'-}-.elanguageof-th.e senses-it

has been distorted . and usually .con .

. plctelg. zisunderstood., ,

.'T'here are • various names for mat ..id. a
-here -called.-Cosmic'. Consciousness -

illuination, Realization' (not in the

or ary sense). ., •?soksba•p Nirvana,

Recogntti.nh, gnowled.ge through. Identity,

.thrust Consciousness,et.c To trhe ordinary -

a



individual reason transcends all,; yet-

there is abundant evidence that reason0

in .its turn is transcended ,. and an.

attempt is here. made to'indicate some

of this evidence and present A some-

what better understanding of it

Supposedly this°iAwakening» . .eozues

by Grace, and according: to Dr. R M."

Bucke in "Cosmic Consciousness" it

comes to one in many millions,, occurs

instantly, usually around the . age of

35,, lasts from a . few seconds, to a

few minutes but. leaves lasting 'know-

ledge and wisdom and power .. `the sub-

ject experiences a feeling-of great

exetasy, or bliss., and a sudden awaken-

ing to great truths hitherto incompre-

hensible. The phenomenon is usually

accompanied by an emanation from

the sub je ct -*of some brilliance .., as was

witnessed by those who saw Moses coining
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down f om Mt.' Sinai,,, *r Paul when he

.;was struck blind ..,

"Pathway's Through to Space" by F.

Merrell-Wolff,(l tchards ed.) ,. is a re-

markable personal record , of a .trap

;dit,Aon from what i s termed relart ve . .

_or suject-ob jecb consciousness (that

..of both our waking life -object

plane,* and after-death life - 3ubJeptlve .
• plane-;,,to a, plane of coasciousn!es

which rises above both*--- The_ transition

brines with it absolute # not relative,,.

knowledge, and great powers . But as

there are levels of subject-'object

consciousness, . :ao there are different

level-6 u€ Cosmic Consciousness, and

certain named r actually identify

certain' levels.: Nirvana is more indi-

cative of the . ., jsctive states the

polar opposite of our waking conscious--

ness
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and is the- nmost easily, attainied,, yet

:it is not so Infinite and its -powers

do not match those , of the nseious-

Ness which -transcends the duality, of

sizbje.ctivev-objective planes. It. is

still beyond the cozipr. .ehension of

ordinary mind or reason

•Evidence of the benefits may be-

seen in tie m atiOn of the life.

and works of those mho, have attained

A s noticeable as any-are the works

of tTalt W'hitxn and Balzac, both of

whom wrote very ordinary works before

the transition , but whose: works that

followed were inspired,, - One of the

brilliance df a Plato is carried in-

finitely 'higher but to the person of

6rdinary consciousness - the- difference

may not. appear as great,, actually be-

cause these ' levels ' are beyond human

measurement~w
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sSome .who whave attained to . Illumination .

~. include,. -_G4utarna * Buddha (Buddha ;means

P The, Enlightened- One.") , Shankara

Jesus t .,.Pythagoraa Plato,,, Paul jllotinus .,

Mohammed ., . :=Dante.,,, . Francis and Roger'r .

. ,Bacon ;; :: Jacob Boohme , . vlilliam Blake .

:_Balzac vih tman. ,Emerson,,+, Swedeub.org.,

:and possibly .,Ramak-ri6hna.jp.Tennys,64_,_

Gide.on,-. ..Spi ' oza l., WJordsworth ThoreaAu,

• =lsa ah.,. >St ..iGermaine .,:,_Paracel:aus. . ,~ .

.1iie-se .=latter. -are: :li teal :hy D ucl e.

ca'se s.=_ : . a : . . . .~.~ . :=° . .as .doubtful

: :The' p:e.,rsonal, ;record-of,DrP iolff,

-1s, meant gas ,a=,guide: to .those • who . r .

aspire v giving - whal~ : informal ions can .

be ' preseintedt,andi,all - ;conditions 1rela-

t ve: ; o :Ili inat3.on, t,He cites, the-, : .

", p1 tfa is and ;the tines, e..which are,

. s'tringea t , Land. make's: . it -clear- ;that. .one

cannot,,hope . .to• •a'rrive-, there.;, and -keep

one hand in the flesh-pots;.:--:It is a. .
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road,of sacrifice and dedication, sac-

rifice of-pride'. selfishness, personal •

desire, etc . , . but he -adds' that it- is

worth any sacrifice one can-ever make .

This transition in' consciousness 'is

the-true meaning of being born, again .

The difference between a' genuinely . I1-

lurnined One. and 'an. 'ordina'ry individual

is as great as the difference, between

an ordinary individual And' a pig', say • r

those who have attained ; It "is like

breaking through a. ceiling of the mind

into a• n:ew- dimension' undreamed' of be-
r

fore', and-the knowledge and power place

these super-men in a position Where

the modern scientist appears . as a child

dipping out the-ocean with a spoon ;*

("How'to Know God- Yoga Aphorisms of

Patan jali" - Isherwood & Prabhavananda ie

• In lice • Bailey's "Iniation : Human

and Solar", are listed'seven degrees
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or-initiations .-Probably most, of_ thos,

personalities. mentioned . . attained fto

to-first-and .the .first only., and a

few; have gone- higher ., Jesus .she points

out, ; received His, third Initiation at

around, the, time of his baptism which

began .His career of. ministry, and. his

fourth; . Initiation .was , the Crucifixion .

t Buddha seems to .have been .the

first :of whom vie -have +any record,, of

• evolving mankind to a.~tain Illumination .

But .according_to Dr . Bucke these phe-

novena are gradually increasing and

it-is generally conceded that the time

will come when ..they-will be very com-

_ . . monpla ce - do ' the world .,, . .
.1 ,

It-.has been said .that .Illumination

•. .comes by : Grace* (see Lgtters of Sri

Aurobindo, second . series , section 9 -

"Divine Grave") . Actually it appears
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so to the limited . reasoning mind that

feels some have attained who were-not

as deserving as some who'did not'at-'

tain . But supposedly things are seen'

by the Higher 'Mind that are not seen _.

by ordinary wan ,'and one who may appear

'to be ' so ready 'may have still a 'certain

^+;~,t; serious weakness which-may pre-

•vcnt him throughout his lifetime from

this attainment. This Grace does not

fall lhaphazardly onr -dust, any being '- without reason

. Nothirig•-happens'by'

chance . 'It may ,be safe to .say that

those who attain are highly evolved- .

beings - .far-from perfect still, 'and

even those who are Illumined . are still

evolving . They are infinitely closer

to perfection =than' the -unillumiried,

but with still some way to go: +~



5 . The Means to the - End .

• Although there is no set formula for

attaining perfection there are certain

stimuli suitable for the average. civ-

ilized being that may hasten the pro-

cess. We have seen that he learns by

experience ; in the past and .-still most-

ly "in the present, experience is forced

upon one by circumstances, or Nature, .

• and is not of his own choosing. From

every experience should come some

lesson, and if the lesson is not lejrn-

ed the problem re urs over and over,

with -.variations perhaps . ..Once a 'problem

is mastered 'it ; .s•no longer a problem..

So one - way. L to !quicken the learning

_process is to seek experience .volun-

tarily. Even experiences which may

on the surface appear to-have-no bear-

ing on one 's life or .work•may .be the



most beneficial, and ray serve to .

"integrate, the s ller 'details , for

-d, better understanding . of the: whole.

In the, words of .a g: east philosopher,, .

A physician is:,-a better physician

for having studied music.

If there is, danger of ' too much

:specialization.-'leading --to one-sided-

ness ,' then therd is, also danger of

a superficial samplintg: of everyth.

with ' no profound experience i n anp

one field.. Another philosopher,

• ii1 eus ' a n who has investigated

, • the religions superficially with-

' :'out ' probing any -one 'deeply ,: to .a

man who digs . many, wells, but none of

them deer-- ' nd-ugh to bring any eater .

A beginning in tithe, eeking .bf p, erfect-•

ion is often made with a ' branch of



the arts ..' Cane is usually not, so rLuch - -

aware of a' striving ' f or-' perfevtion in

the ordinary walks of life, for he

dbes a thing 'eithex' because' he bas to

ar•' because he likes , to . But with high-

er learning certain values : begin to

become 'evident.- The painter early

learns' to .diocrirrni'ate between color

and' dorm, ' later learns! ' such" things as

• bland, 'bala.nce, composition aiid the

fiher -techniques ; 'tho' scientist b

'technician acquires skill at his work,
r, r , , r certain

becoming highly-'sensitive to x tt,

conditzonsP and' .thereby more'-capable

of delicate ,or 'int i!cate work . :s The

advancing musiLian* gradually'- learns

to discriminateV between infinitely

• small differences in' pitch or inten-

sity or trine quality,- between good

melody amid banal, ` betvieen a correct



performance and en . inspI awed one . The

artist has as a by-product of his

musi cal .perforranc ,i stered . quali- ,

ties such- as coordination, agility,

, .concentration .. ~nalytjcal ability,

self discipline, patlence, .imagination .

One. unskil1gd in the arts may

challenge tha worth of them , but one

, wrho has J pursued then, to a, relatively

high degree can hardly failt . to see

their, worth . "'hey are something, of.

a vrindow to discrimination generally,

which. quality must . be, developed, if

one, is to approach perfection ., There

is a high, correlation between the

arts and, the ;art of living . . As in

musicc so -,irn daily, living one -f3rstz

learns the extremes, of, good . and bad,

or. right and wrong saction, or., the,

opposite poles of any manifestation .



Later he 3rsi able, to. -0ispern the- slight-

3.y s r n ro the s . htly~, rights. or

the goo '~c'Qzn <a ~ ;be b r r hr~, u a~-,

portant_ fro -.the impprtant ,the i -

portaat ,frOni the rots po tant .

ro h_ ..;the, arts espe.C .a.al y nnaa -is .

able <to -learn. dizcrim .nnt4on to an

infin-ite;4egree .:. From, stgct :Of, <Qne

skill or phase.. of :lc am ng :then .y

becomes *dlearer `toi . :i atezy,1u other

fields, mastery of tie; self; -Ghe ;

health, body:, emotions' m#d .,, and,

mastery over th forces of nature

a .d. over hi own future .. Gradually,

t'hroug, stery he .lifts himself

from suffering and misery to a :' plane

of 'Continuous, ecsta ey and - useful ness

A push-button - civilization doubtless*

will add to a ants comfor=t,, but the



,vine y come awhetii hoC either; -cannot

or -n ed- hots -dep0znd •on the : ..,.machine- .,

When . the 'machine tails :hire= after he-

has learned ~to` lean '-ipon,' i'tr "he is : '

lost; But the- truly evolved,". being ,

will b tssouri;eful -enough, t have

many of these- machine' powers '.cow .

'tai ed with .n' himself -,or .-- aso

no `teed :of them or 'will :-have: thp:

rr 3ad,o o i vOnt .or mfactu'e

almost iris nt y whate :em'rsuits . .

it s .neeia .~'. a i1 . s w r r f .}



Beyond Ian; tie Near and -Distant- Futures*,

S A
_ i s highly prob b .e that- ' our present

c~v ization * follo tg the'-pattern''

of past, civilizations,, will . rise to

a high gem ` and decline-.r sinking into

another Dark Agee- but not quite so

dark and .possibly of much shorter

duration .,.' after which a etc greater

civilization will arises, he ieak-

• of our present civilization pv r still

be far in the future as might be . :ndi-

cated by the great stridea which scienc .

ta; .taking.,#, and new lruxanitarian and

social attitudes that are now coming

into :being.; at the same time there .

" are already indications of decline,

noticeable for instance t iroug s . the

• great crushing machineryy, of gressur°e

groups, and also through shat appears
1 - . *_at
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to be a degeneration of general men.

tality, the result of plush living
seldom

that rAx taxes the brain enough to

')seep it from atrophying . Yet much that

may appear to be either advance or

degeneracy rte is only Change, the

results of which are not always apparent .F..

For the time being, civilization shout`

should forge ahead so is=z g menthe great

Fads of the world are a loiroc~ to

f ancti on . ce they are curtailed

doom is riot far off.

For a look at the more distant future

mn may see wonderful mid unbelievable

things . Desire natures will have given

way considerably to mental and spiritual

natures of men -who shahl possess powers

tui :;h are at present almost beyond our

imagination, Pan will be much' less



selfish and will be free of those

• weaknesses which he has found hold

back his own progress as cell as that

of others ; there will be a greater

feeling of unity and brotherhood and

eventually wars will cease . Van may

argue that human nature does not

change, It certainly does change .

Where `here is no change there is

• no growth, and admittedly many indi-

viduals can live their entire lives

through without seeming to change in

the least ; but looked at over the

ages we see the progress mankind

has 'made. ' . `

"' The arts of the future will mani-

Pest'breath-taking beauty everywhere ;

• mankind will' no longer be 'plagued by

insects ; feeding the world will be F

no problem and there will' be but little .* . . .,
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sx4fer g .. Progress in science will be .

beyond the ken of today,'. man ,; yet- to

many ., mechanical devices will be steer

ffuous, because man will have reached

that 'stage of self mastery where he'

can co ,.d the, elements ; can project

his mind € r read another's telepathically

d deratand the language of air imals .

keep in- perfect health,-,and live for 1000

:years,; X12. seep" 3airvoyant y :,: . f . r

without any niechaiiica . aids,, and be :

able- to pass tlu ou& gross r atter as

If it were not* ere?. There are many

other amazing g things he-will be able:

to do, things that. are generally be-

. l eyed to be, not possible, btt most

f of tie . feats have already been. per-

.formed : some, iy bins ,aver'*~
R

1 3" ere . are hundreds •of fea ei es

:. , to. these phen oMena . jut mentioned., The
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• oracles_ -of. the . Bible are not to be

tan top lightly. although,, it IS true

..some arc',sub ject to a rather . free in-

terpr to orn. There is th&" .instance

wherein JoShua co nded . the . sun to

stand eti ll,'.• - HQ Well way have cQn manded

>yeY it is -not, .. l kely that the s

stood. :still, ",Iorlds in Co1lisioa ,,

by, a, advances .t -e theory ,that.

sang heavenly. body cafe tc . h : o -

bit of the ,xrtb, exert hat-

traction on, it aqj., to slow is

.rotation, to a standst ,, thus . causing

.a, tatac y.sm.> If such is the case . . .

Joshua had raoth'ing -to 40 with it,* but

e map speculate- o m be . eory, that

he- ay .have -had. a preno tti n Of U h

disaster- a simply gapi ali ed. can . it"

if he -ware of such pdrsonality

.,futt the miraciep . of Jesuo., we may-

take with more seriou5ne,Se. He is



recorded . tip have .-walked on tie v''G5

fear ns. nae.,i, This"PILIOnq1tana, called

-levitation., s not too n .eot mQ .. . ' .Isis

Unveile 3;'. -- qa P, . .Blavatsky, wdevot3S

two pages to an, :explanatIon of it under

the nave Aethrobacy; in the section a

3e r the ; Teal0. 'The, ma

Vo .. 1 , ~ :t o~2:, caxi _

on levitat : n -presenting, seberal , ex-

amples, '-Time - 14agaz ne., Eeb.. 6* 1953,.

,reports a the:=-cia x;1 rte; that, n- ? ndu.

recently --flew three. n ea , through

• Nepalese ju l a..,

D: . M.- =Trech'el ,;,, most skeptical

- biographer -of Apolionius of Tyar a, . ad-

mitt that la prison he ; removed the

' rhaine€d rings .from s ankles '_t'uith no

effort., and as effortlessly repjaced

them.' die -alsor brought to -3 -f -a mAidex
I who ua& ;bed borne' o the funeral

pyre, aet6'ding 'to- 'Tredwe l,
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e is highly skeptival. about the- tale.W .

a ' th' d sapp a nce of this, than from
O

his -trial }, but this miracle is :hr^oni-

cled by ley ' Hall. in "The Phoet r; s

giving some hint of how he actually

vanished,.

Also in Mie Phoenix', is --an ac-

cp'unt of ,m . Blav€~ts he set f ,g Bhp

was one o the most amazing and re-

• ,•rkable io persons in histo y.

She had such co is over the tiler ants

as ' to produce at will, almost any- va-

terial object., !. o1... ;ff .. So Qlcott,.,- her

co 4i orker s.; recounts in his ! Old Diary

heaves" litany of the astounding things

hich she, did, and numerous other

writers confirm these storied:, Col.,

Olcott himself toIur lfdia for a .

year healing by Faith or mesmerism,

and gives excellent account of



some of the secrets of -tie' art ;, notes

on sensitivity fmd rapport:,, f4ith,

psyctelogy., a positive attitude and .,
.I owledre of the subieot, the nature

and potency of unseefl forces .,

' ere are great -men now jiving

o, according to reliable e edr4s- •

are over 200 years old . V y have

developed a, sixt : sense , :or rather,

art+ us degre-as of clairvoyance and

t-~iepathy.« ' ere. -are, thousands of

cases of re n rkkhle powers developed

and reliably recordedw

That age when these and, 8 nul r. ,pbe-

r-omera wifl be the heritage, of the

3m' a jority or at least ' ver ' cor onplac@'

would be perhaps a . fet thousand years

hence,, . and still mankindd will be only

a little way up the me emcend g.

arc of the circle, scar *ly .. -more than
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just, beginning to evolve . One day he

- • will cease to be merely man and be-

come soL et .ng greater, clothed per-

haps in the mantle o ' his oi,% choosing,

a physical or semi-physical body o r

one of such subtilty- as to be unseen

by normar vision,, of the size of uAn

or of a planet, with or without defi-

nite form, but completely self ccnn-

• tainea . ASS the 'univer'se' expands so

does he, and finally he wall sock

rest and the highest joy again : -t

the absolute , .beat possibly izot for

other two billion years, more or

lease
.r

• t
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THE DIV114B PLAN

In, comparison `to tihe, tremendous' length

. Q£:` 'h a that represents cane complete

cyUl, which cycle may in turn,Ve only

one phase of a greater cycle who

knowst -,, our little earth life Ia' but

a fleeting second, In that scant se-LL

cold we, atoms compared to the planet
dwell,

on--•Which, we =w*, are engaged in

constant" struggle . f 'ering,. hoping,

each of us seemingly t ..e , center of

the universe. .. Billions of people .have

,lived and died on this . planet rou

the ages, a xnd so have billions of

lesser U f forms,:

For What

The materialist says,. "4 en you're

dead you're very dead,'., 'If there is

a soul, he ,rgue ., a t ,is only a prow

duct of the physical .and dies-with



the physical ,and thus he reduces the

individual to nothing more, than a piece

of very :intricate'machinery:., So this

machinery has, been running for millions

of years- with each of . its countless

billions of component parts ., worrying,

struggling, grasping perhaps for -im-

mortality iii some form or another .,

trying to satisfy a yearning. for eter-

nal -life b'y endeavoring to prolong

its present life :,. or projecting some-

thing of itself th rough des cenda_nts .,

- either in quality or quantity, : or-

perhaps by-seeking Immortality through

fame or greatness,g li-Vng on in the

mind and hearts. of other machines.:;

But why should ma chiner. y~ ' care? # Though .

death be painless why should we look,

.upon it as such tragedy- if we are,

nothing " but maehi nery;1 The idea that
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machinery should seek immortality

is slightly ridiculous unless --- S

True the physical body is an'irtri-

cate machine,, a highly sensitive

instrument, but 'could there not be .

some kind of soul.b-ody independent

of the physical being?'

The answer may partly be in~,the- : theory .

expounded at here. of orrigin,- 'that-

Spirit has_ always' been,,~dr rather,

that Spirit °and' matter were one, . .'in-
-4 . ,

separable, but the, manifested., or
T „

physical universe was..; not always. If

there is cons ciousne°as ih .every atom

then consc ousness musts surely, persist

even after the destruction of the

form, but then what' do' ae mean by :

r destruction?''The form can'be destroyed .

the substance chemically changed .,,
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but, annibi. .,lation -. of matter or energy,,

' . . . • that is,, reducing ,..it to; nothingness,

is an,-impossibility..

Since energy, . and . substance are . : indestruct-,

ible_,~ and , since we are, fashioned of them, . .

then we must be automatically immortal.

And since consciousness persists in

every. atom there is a chance that the_ .

seeming concentration ..of,consciousness

which we recognize as ourselves, ., may

persist . in its concentrated, form .

are;, familiar .. with the law of attraction .

So if . ..this, consciousness continues to .

exist . after the-state we, call death ., .

then,it must-likewise have existed

before birth into . our present life .

If matter and energy cannot .be destroyed

neither can they be created: They .have

always been,.
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Are we then to. believe -that' the end

,of all .one-'s struggling; and .'aspiration

,is -only, death? If. we are --just so 'much

machinery, is this machinery-running

purposelessly-through the Ages with

no other-purpose than to continue

running purposelessly?'- Or' cO ld there

be a plan to it? Plan, -being scarcely

an atom- in the great un :erse ;, being

in it and of it,' .cotald: sccarcely be

expected- to, comprghdhdY -a_ thing so vast

any more than an atom of the-body..

can' comprehend' the.-entire body -,its

function and purpose.- and-'its riling

power., . Man : scarcely-'-understands-his

own :body . _ y

The physical,: or material ., . body.,

is evidefit•'tto. all} as:;'is.`evident- its

inheritance from its, parents- :. Less

evident is the existence of-an-energy
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body. manifesting. in Var'ious'' ways as

hear.,- electrical' mpulses sonnd,- e-

motion s thought., and perhaps other,,

more 'subtle,- ways, beyond- the ken of- +'

-mass -mind ~ .Is 'it not'.Ipossible that-

. ,after --.the state we eall death these

energies might ',still .persist :,; even

if dissipated?- As we : have, seen,n they

cannot . .be destroyed;. AAnd is it- snot

possible-`that, lake`- atoms , :with an

af- finity for -ea_ch"other. they may not

be dissipated.,- but= -continue in a

fixed :condition-foe perhaps eternities?

Through ;'the `ages the great: sages of .

the . world have insisted' `that there is

a Divine -'Plan,," with gibwth;;_ : or evolu-

tion being . a • rrieans to the end ; > and

the end being. perfection .,- or .absolute

balance,. Perfection is the original:

state of matter and energy dissolved
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into each . other ; the unity of Al]., . .

the Absolute . But it .is. obvipus that -

perfection cannot be . reached in a

single lifetime . Even . if onee may- ac-

celerate -the learning-from . the accum-

ulated experiences ;of -others . .through

such mediums as text .books, :schools .

and. all, 'manner : of communication, -there", .

is 'still much, too much to learn .' And

of .' if. perfection. means absolute unity.f

all things then. all beings must of _ a

necessity attain to, it. , . .

If we are : to to-reach.perfection through

the"medium-of-experience ,
'then-learning

through .experience ,may.-be the reason

for, our sojourn on . this ..planet and.' in

thisf phase . of life .i ..And . since . perfection

cannot be attained.- in _a . single -a-ifetime,

and rsince- we have seen .-that .we . are

automatically immortal, it-may, be

logical to believe that we have lived
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before and-will live again .as we know

20, , According to the :great sages we

have already-lived hundreds of lives-

as human-'-beings . "` ' (see . :The Mahatma-

Letters-to 'A :: P . Sinnett .) (also,

"Rein carxiationft - . D nley• .Hall .•)'

The . persistence of . the entity May ac=

count for - .certain .character differences . : ' .

children ., •'or
."may -explain,-why. one s

becomes '-a prodigy and : another :cannot

learn the'simplest things, yet both'

maybe equally . sound .in body .;.It may

explaina such-a case as the celebrated

Negro . slave :known- . as Kind . Tom _who, '

as a small.'child•suddenly startled

everyone by ._reproducing- perfectly on N

the piano-musi-c -he' had : just heard ~-. - -~

vithout ' ever having - touched' the instrum

ment before , and his. remarkable . career
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as a concer` atte'st',=*' `(A detailed .

`accouri`t of` h-M-'"'is ' g3given early yin . .~

"From Cretin `to Geniusit =- `Vor :onoff:.J .. '

Brothers 'and:' sisters may have_ dispo- .

sitions and -!c_haracter st cs %at polar, , i

opposites and differ -fi-om-their"parents° ~

The majority-are: not .. conscious

of any memory of "past lades ;. 'bit • claims

of those *ho`Tsay ,they` do .remember can- •

not b& . :̀compl.et ly`'- gnored ',even- if • .j' I

these `claims cannot-" b® provodi to the..
satisfaction' of 'every' skeptic. Too :°

numerous are 'the claims 'of Par-sons.,

who are `otherwise generally recognized

as: being `higY ly responsible citizens,

(Thomas A Edison - and'"Henry- Ford ;'. both,

'believed-in•rein-cai-&tib tSee'-".EWe-

Never

These has been a' tendency- to point:` ,

a finger at great men+st belief. in,

rebirth with-the remark that they. t
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were ti ideniably,grvd t excQpt, t t they

® had-*'.-a pe cu1iar -.gt irk instheiv philoso-

phy . Could it* n2 t be -that ti i pe- .
"

cu3.~iMr qu ik it precisely .--what-lad

-i6: their- &eatniess g 1 They. 'e not 4 all

be `liars- car : fools

'fit- is --bvi.deiit° that' rphysical char-

acterist c® : area' inherited- bat it is

possible`,"that the tegpers ie at - .or . per-

~.
fsonali - y rose al s that of the

.parents airpl betause< the=entiiy was

' dra n 'to _those, parents1 whoa hey poet

os =des rei s ar. :.:~os C_resembled', or,,

,deserved dependin&`.on certt r Cvn-
a .t

Ff .a4 '

As for. -'the periera .Gel4j~~, neck mar _>

• sin :e: -lifet me` , . toL onside, it lost

or destroy-,6d7 at 'deaths 'is again to ..

reduce man-to machine °y ` Zt is -possible :

hatt' `an a yih6*6 lstors4`` he .memory
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of past" experiences ~.n his : pubcons cious

.find, the distilled wisdom -of, w -c

determines: much-;,of . ,his-, ,thoughts,~= .-

personality and the -course., of his .

life, .consciously, we do not -even re.

member the .early years- of, our : present

life-, ;. Or- .even, most-, of- ;th :e happenings

oft last L week : j, yeti it.-.has- been shown

, .time., after . time= through, he--: modium

of'-hypnosis . tha j these zemordes are. .'.

Actually still present, in te . sub" .

oii s c vus . The-, store :-of: knowledge . s

in,. the . subconscious,'--mind should-, cause

one to learn more -easily- by,1 building

on what is already there .: €A e, cannot

grasp calculus until he has at least

learned simple arithmetic :,- and hardly

theme if, one has -mastered- certain . ..

lessons in -previous -lives ., then that

ipar-ti'cular .depazrtment, of learning,

should;be na, probblem4,to,,him,after an
initial refresher course . .
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More than half the population of the

• ;world embraces the doctrine of re-

incarnation and it was accepted by

the . early Christian fathers . There

is little allusion to it in the Bible

because .at that time it was simply

taken for-granted.:

it may be this difference in. belief

between Last and West that has caused

the vast differences in culture . Per-

hapss the Western materialistic : view

that there- is this life .and this only,

has been in a . way beneficial, : for

Western-man.,-if he-have only . one life

-to- live, - seeks, to accomplish all i n

this.-one life . Time is short and so

he must strive .harder to>mee.t,the_

• deadline, and 'in consequence has

speeded up his own progress,, coming
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that-, much nearer to ~ freedom froi ° -

tribulation and suffe eing;. - 'he - East-

erh man in comparison . is not in any

special hurry, k lowing that he' has . .

all eternity and that he .can resume

any unfinished business in another

life. But reincarnation without-evo-

lution would revert to the perpetual

machine' again, - which aimlessness may

be- responsible for. the seeming- apathy

''which has dominated the East . . Belief

in'-reincarnation without evolution

would be about as hopeless and de-

spairing as the materialist's'point

of view, if - i a `little; different

way, : But reincarnation . based on the

theory o'evolution; - can bring-new

hope to all of .mahk :nd,.-.

-Similarly, -Christianity has suffered
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• not.-through any fault of its great

Founder,. but . through: misintierpretati©aa,

distortions., omissions and the . . .general
6s

human 'weaknesses, of its iaxs follower

Seen throughs the' eyes. of,the multitudes

their religion --for life, on this plane

offers no hope,- only resignation to-

:suffering which they- see: as. inevitable.

Release comes only at _death,i bringing

eternal rewdrds orr punishment out .of.

all . proportion -to .one *a . just desert,

even- admitting that it, '3s hard , for-,

us : to judge ' any_ man, *s worth . ., . .The erg?-

tire-phi osophy , seems to belie justice

all the tame it preaches justice. y

Yet. <a deeper look ..into the teachings`

of the 'faster' in. the. ` light,, of evolu-

• Lion reveals a.prdtty"complete align-

meet ",of His- teachings with the. theory
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of evolution, as in his admonishment ; -

"Be ye . perfect, as your Father in Heaven

is perfect ." (It is,understoad here ,

that by .=tReaven" is .meant a high state

of consciousness rather than a location ..)

For a complete understanding of himself

it is. necessary for man to find himself

in Time as well as in Spaces. Without

the knowledge of this relationship he

map grope his way, through,. learning'

by trial and error over long eons

identified with suffering . There is

a .• shorter pat . to , release, not :through

death but stij.l, in -this, life,, release

to a higher strata .of consciousness

which brings .dish , it undreamed-of pow-

ers .and absolute., not just relative

knowledge, .these .. powers and knowledge

already posseO,e4, by a handful of

people living ; o y but unknown to the
masses.



There are `p'ules: for' attai Wag ` o

xthis', state, VuW r ,ales `not tedeMlly

easy to ' folio ** In the light ' of the-

greater perspective 6f evolution

there is an alchemy of the soul.,' a
transformation from base - metal' to

_ pure gold, o1 from grass matter to

pure ' spirit-.

Via . have first to recogniZ.0 `this-

• grossness and all that it i p1'ies `-

`heaviness; inertia;, ignorance ,` s®p -

arateness , animalisth'. To'ride ti` `y ours `R

Selves with, their̀ -` i pposi to s s• to

take a=' grea ' step ' a~rec~rasd: ' 4f prime

importance is'-'the7 equal'' development . :

oX° h'Qart ,arid- bead.,- or• love.d wis.

dt ,and 'Ather-One- without "the' _ '

other' is not -'sufficie'nt . -A great "

intellect who knows-'no compassion=

for 'his fello --mzn is blinded 'by.
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truths and eonsequen~jy lacking ip

certain powers. . . ' he. sense of unity

ais beginning to Manifest4n the pop-

ulsr notion.' that all men, are created

equal. -Sub cons ciouslyr, perhaps ;,.,,,At,

is. a factor: in pol tics, with one .part r`

y insisting that no one person _is
y F

t

any, better than anther.,., hence all

.should have equal rights and status .

i`he_ opposing party ;Just as strongly

ins-is: that men are pot equal, that

one ay be a, harder .worker,, or. : more'

: rtelligent, or a person withi much

higher integrity or more capable than

another,-and so all .are not equal-ly

deserving& acid should be .re zirded. a.c-

cordingly . And .in ;.a . ense both .are

right.- _Tlen as; beings, on-this planet

are not all ,equally, ev©lv_ed,, which
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is excusable if all did not come intor-

• human incarnation at the same time.. But

some are many lifetimes ahead of-others.

In the longer perspective all are of

the same. primordial substance- and will

be. eventually gathered in when once

more the Cosmos is in that state of

perfect equ .libriuar,. or rest. Hence

all are equal, all are one,d and. where

we now stand in the scheme of things •Y

lesser ones will eventually stand ., and

greater ones have stood .. And since all

are one, the hurt or good done to one

is that much-hurt. or good done to all,

and the person who holds back his own
t

progress holds back,th sprogress of

all, while one who continues to improve,

himself improves all. .rg .

Still, there is a danger in striving

for equality .. To raise the lower element
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is very' noble, but to 'pull down car"

hold back' the higher element to 'a: can- ,

eon level would be disastrous and '

would r®tar$r evolution for all'. It'

is deplorable that the school child'

who is far 'advanced"for the 'horrAal of'

his age should not be periitted to' '

forge' ahead . Organized labor offers'''

an example bf a tendency .to hold back

to the detriment of all . As for the

higher intellects that guide a nation,

we have "seen the liquidation' of such ` '

t'dangorous" individuals by tyrants,'

leaving the naiion'ulti'm'ately poverty-

stricken mer talky,-'arid backward . 'AA-

kind nsecis great leaders ' and thinkers

for a ' ong ti-Me to come. '

r

As wisdom without love is blinding, so

is love without wisdom.-The ability toR
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love.. and. have: . sympathy a+ ch

.aracteristio idsnti"

Lied with the feriinine side More so .

than. the masculine;;. while. wisdom seems

'to be more a - .charaqterijt.i.-q of the,

le . .tf e in whom there ,°3.s good

ba!ance : of. .ove . and: wisdom i y possibly

.have! lived ,in previous lives about an

equal,
nu number

of, lives o: f,.. each scx,>

thus gaining trie :: .eXperiences, that are

pe liar, to each,. .

Anlmlism is 'the, servant:, pf invQlution

rathe thcu' . evolution.,, :being basically

the greatest . single cause- of suffer=-

ing tn..thel . world 1ot~ay . : Once that ,

energy: -.that' Serves-lust and . all the

. pleasures of . the .. love er .. nature .is,, ;burned

.into differ, ent channels..::one begins -to ,

.have 'a sense o£,_~~ell ,beink and ray
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begin .to hope for the higher life

with .all 'its wondrous benefits,

which cannot core until there is a

considerablc'.degree of purification

and-discipline.-New interests can be

instrumental' in di4erting-that .energy

which otherwise,- for ;rant of different
f
.direction will revert to its lusty

habits, never'satisfying, .only .strength-

ening .its desire with -each weakening

to it. Such' interests . as constructive

hobbies, pursuit of knowledge, parti-

cipation in humanitarian activities,

for, instance,- can be a stepping stone.F .
out of this quicksand which-has held

magi back for so many centuries . In

fact,,-say-the Sages-, civilization is

about ' 145 ,'000 years behind where it

is supposed to be . That is, accord-

ing to the calculations .of the cycles

of the universe, there is a deadline
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for each phase of life w

e

Aq

if the trend -tcward perfection-is in-

evitable,_ .then it .may' appear.,that one

need-not _ make any effort, . , but .may be

permitted,to .continue inrhis comfort-

able-rut and .indulge in,,sensual or

earthly pleasures,for the remainder

ofshis life . .So he may., but he pays

• a price . He is in .bondage in .propor-

tion to his desire for the lower life,

not: realizing usually. what he has missed .

By making a conscious effort and by

pulling himself out of the mire of

the world of desire, he raises not only

himself•but :his fellow man, for in a

sense . each is a'part of every other

being. We are all interdependent on

not ' realizingeach 'other, perhapsg

the vast'influence :each•has on the
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rest. If, as has' been said ., the-'move-

went ; "of a single finger can be felt

on the farthest star, then- our 'influence

on those close to us mustbe .veryy

great:. *• It-'-is • to - oiur benefit' to 'emanate

a beneficial info uenc® oxi' otfierrs,. those
1

beings with -when "we-are. pr .mdrily'

one: ks° we Sift ourselves ° e lift

others ; aia•d,as we lift other's we lift

o rselves ., I . .

,. a

f : . . .r. ~~ .{ .eG trade daps
Jan. 1957
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